In his riveting book, The Onion Field,
author Joseph Wambaugh details the
unfortunate disarming and kidnaping of two Los
Angeles police officers during a seemingly
routine motor vehicle stop. One officer, Ian
Campbell, is murdered by the pair of petty
criminals. The other, Karl Hettinger, escapes,
but the trauma of the event proves too much
and he is no longer able to function as a police officer.
The Onion Field was mandatory reading back in academy days and served as a "what if"
catalyst for our discussions on officer survival. What if Campbell or Hettinger had access to a
backup gun? Could they have turned the tables? Since this incident occurred (in the early 1960s),
several other incidents have occurred where officers have done just that. Despite overwhelming
evidence that back-ups save lives, some narrowminded administrators continue to prohibit their
use. Hopefully, if the real facts are presented, they might amend their views and provide officers
with an extra margin of safely.
For the last quarter century, I have relied on a small, easily concealable handgun to
supplement my service piece. More often than not, this has been an S&W J-frame .38SPL, but I
have also utilized pistols in 9mm or .380ACP. I'll be the first to admit that carrying that second
gun can be an inconvenience. However, getting seriously hurt or killed because your primary
gun is no longer available or has become inoperable is more inconvenient yet!
I've long felt that you
should carry the biggest gun you
can shoot to a high standard.
When talking back-ups, the upper
limit is typically a snub or
subcompact pistol. These bullet
launchers are most often
chambered for some sort of
service cartridge and put out
enough horsepower to get the job
done.
But what if that small
service caliber handgun is still too
large? Clothing, mission at hand
and physique all impose
limitations. Could you instead get

by with a pocket pistol? Despite what some
naysayers report, I would submit that there is still
a role for a pocket popper. Nobody wants to get
shot, even by a mousegun.
So, where exactly do these downsize
pistols fit in? Over the last several years, there
has been some dramatic improvement in pocket
pistol technology. Let's take a look and see if and
where they might fit into the role of a last ditch
backup.
MOUSEGUN BALLISTICS
Serious students of defensive pistolcraft
often have some very strong ideas as to what sort
of bullets work best. In reality, the handgun is
only the delivery system. The bullet does the real
work. Some pistoleros favor big, heavy bullets
driven at subsonic velocities. These bullets
usually drive deep into the vitals, crushing tissue
and punching holes in vital organs. Yet, others
favor light to medium weight bullets at the .light to medium weight bullets at the highest
possible velocity. They claim speed is the key to
success and bullets driven to high velocity
expand as they pass through tissue, enhancing
stopping power.

Three guns for three different missions:
Glock 17 (top) is the primary gun for both
uniform and concealed carry. For lower
profile and backup, the S&W 442 (center)
gets the call. Kel-Tec P32 (bottom) could be
pressed into service as a deep concealment
backup.

The traditional pocket pistol cartridges, such as the .22 Short, .22LR, and .25AC P, can
hardly be categorized as serious stoppers in anybody's book. While they are, in fact, just as lethal
as any of the service cartridges, their ability to instantly shut down a determined adversary
comes up short.
About a dozen years ago, Seecamp began turning out a true pocket pistol chambered for
the .32ACP. Virtually the same size as their easier .25ACP, the Seecamp was an instant success.
I'm not suggesting the .32ACP is on par with service calibers, but it does in fact represent a
quantum leap over the .22s and .25s.
Since the Seecamp came online, other firms have offered their own versions of a mini
.32ACP. Some of these are smaller and lighter than many of the classic .25ACP pistols. Stay
tuned for a look at the most popular of the new breed offerings.
Ammunition has also been improved. Don't expect to see the same level of performance
one might achieve with a service caliber, but it is indeed better than what came before.
Winchester Silvertip and Speer Gold Dot enhance performance capability well beyond that of
ball.
Recently, I checked out a trio of pocket size .32ACPs to see exactly what level of
performance they could deliver. I'm not quite ready to swap off my .38 snub, but all guns tested

have potential as last ditch backups. If discretion or stealth is high on your list of priorities, one
of them might work for you.
KEL-TEC P32
Without question, the Kel-Tec P32 is one of the lightest and flattest self-loading pistols
ever produced. Tipping the scales at 6.6 ounces, the P32 truly epitomizes "pack it and forget it"
technology.
My first experience with the Kel-Tec P32 occurred a few years ago when paying a visit
to the Palm Bay, Florida Police Department. Firearms instructor John Hollister appeared to have
one of the popular folding knives with a retention clip affixed to his waistband. Imagine my
surprise when he produced a Kel- Tec P32 with the optional belt clip. Set up in this
configuration, the P32 can be easily camouflaged and concealed in plain sight.
The barrel and slide of the P32 are constructed of steel. The frame is made of high impact
Dupont ST-9018 polymer and contains a rectangular insert machined from 7075- T8 aluminum,
which houses the firing mechanism.
Trigger function on the P32 is double- action-only. However, it's very user friendly,
especially for such a small pistol. There are no external safeties, and the pistol can only be
discharged by pulling the trigger and releasing the hammer block.
Since the P32 fires from a locked breech, felt recoil is very mild. Some blowback pocket
pistols buck in the hand more than they ought to, but this is not the case with the P32.
A notch in the side serves as the rear sight and this corresponds with a raised nub front.
The front sight is highlighted in white for more positive target acquisition. The sight setup isn't
in the same league as those found on service pistols, but proved more than adequate for close
quarters combat shooting.
In our shooting test, the Kel-Tec P32 was a real pearl. Testing was confined to shooting
the pistol at relatively short range and the little Kel-Tec consistently delivered the goods.
Singles, quick pairs, and sustained fire bursts all printed exactly where I intended and the P32
never missed a beat. What more could you ask for?

NAA GUARDIAN
The Guardian 32 from North American Arms embodies high quality in a very small
package. Crafted entirely of stainless steel, the Guardian 32 performs as good as it looks.
Like the other pistols reviewed herein, the Guardian is chambered for the .32ACP. To my
thinking, the new generation of .32ACPs pretty much renders obsolete similar size pistols in
.22LR and .25ACP.
The trigger on the Guardian 32 is double-action-only and pull weight is around 10
pounds. Two magazines are supplied with the Guardian, one with a flush floorplate and another
with a hooked floorplate. Both feature six-round capacity.
Total length of the NAA Guardian is 4.36 inches and barrel length is 2.185 inches.
Weight of the all steel package is 13.57 ounces, which totally tames felt recoil of the light
kicking .32ACP.
Sights on the Guardian consist of a fixed rear notch and a small front blade, which are
integrated into a raised rib. They don't exactly jump off the gun and grab your attention, but
considering the intended application, I consider this a non-issue. If you do require something
quicker to acquire under stress, various options including XS, Novak, and Gutter Snipe sights are
available directly through NAA.
The Guardian 32 features a proven blowback action and no stovepipes of any type were
noted in our test. With the exception of the slide release button and magazine release, there are
no external controls on the Guardian 32.
Diagonal serrations are found on the rear of the slide to aid in manipulation while loading
and unloading. A set of black synthetic panels with a pebble finish provides a positive grip and a
nice contrast with the stainless steel finish. Other grip options include exotic wood and synthetic
pearl.
On the whole, the NAA Guardian is a very impressive piece. Quality is first rate and
NAA has succeeded in building a first rate mini-blaster. It just might influence some folks, who

might not otherwise do so, to carry a backup.
BERETTA TOMCAT
A few years back, Beretta took their classic Bobcat .22LR/.25ACP and upped the ante to
.32ACP. The end result was the 3032 Tomcat, which has gone on to be a very successful little
number.
Like the other pistols reviewed, the .32ACP Tomcat has pushed the .22LR and .25ACP
pistols to the back burner. The .32ACP isn't quite the proverbial big stick, but it does "represent a
considerable improvement over the smaller
calibers.
The Tomcat utilizes a long
double-action pull for the first shot, followed
by a light single-action pull for subsequent
shots. Unlike most service size DA pistols,
the Tomcat has no decocking function and
the hammer must be manually lowered after
firing. It does, however, feature a convenient
manual thumb safety.
Unique to the Beretta pocket pistol is
the tip-up barrel. This allows the user the
ability to easily load or unload the chamber
without racking the slide. The barrel itself is
forged from high strength steel and is button
rifled for accuracy.

The slide of the Tomcat is manufactured from carbon
steel, while the frame is made of a special alloy forging.
Weight of the total package is a trim 14.5 ounces. The barrel
measures 2.4 inches long and overall length is 4.9 inches.
Carried in a Tomahawk holster from Pocket Concealment
Systems, the Tomcat doesn't cramp my style at all. Magazine
capacity is seven rounds.
I have considerably more trigger time with the Tomcat
than the other pistols tested and to date, my experience is most
favorable. The manual of arms for the DA/SA Tomcat is a bit
more involved than the DAOs, but the single-action trigger
makes hitting small targets or distant targets easier. On several
occasions I've watched officers qualify with their Tomcats on
the State mandated course, which includes a 25-yard (Please
turn to page 84) component. High scores were the rule rather
than the exception.
The Tomcat represents a classic pocket pistol design,
which has clearly benefitted by the power boost to .32ACP. As
a last ditch backup, it offers a great deal of potential.
SHOOTING IMPRESSIONS
None of our test guns were billed as target pieces.
Likewise, the cost of .32ACP ammunition disqualifies them as
plinking guns, although they are more fun
to shoot than a barrel of monkeys. Designed
specifically for defensive applications, all of
our guns were accurate enough and, more
importantly, reliable for the mission at
hand.
No attempt was made to fire the
usual 5-shot group for an accuracy
assessment. Instead, our mini-blasters were
passed around a group of seasoned shooters
who took turns hammering away at
I.A.L.E.F.I. "Q" and IPSC targets set 5
yards away. As long as you held up your
part of the bargain, firing one or two
handed, it really didn't matter. Hits were all
centered. Best of all, no malfunctions of any
type.
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